As an essential services provider that remains open to serve customers who rely on us to get employees to and from work, we want to ensure our ongoing commitment to the well-being of our riders.

**NETWORK OF LOCATIONS**

The strength and size of our network makes Enterprise uniquely capable of serving the needs of your employees.

**FINANCIAL STABILITY**

Enterprise Holdings is a 60+ year-old company with the experience and leadership to manage through economic cycles, political turmoil and natural disasters. We’re equipped to handle the current situation over the long-term because:

- Breadth of our neighborhood network
- Strong balance sheet and overall financial position
- Investment grade ratings

**CONTROL YOUR COMMUTE**

Van family: Riding with the same commuters day after day (your “van family”) provides a level of assurance and accountability to one another

Your ride; your rules: It’s your commute; you and your fellow passengers can set the rules, sharing driving, cleaning and maintenance responsibilities

Limited exposure: With limited capacity, vanpools inherently minimize exposure to others when compared to larger and more populated commuting options

**COMPLETE CLEAN PLEDGE**

We’re providing a COMPLETE CLEAN starter kit to every new Commuter vehicle. It includes:

- Spray bottle and disinfectant pods
- Box of disposable gloves
- Box of disposable masks
- Roll of paper towels
- Cleaning checklist with guidelines from health authorities

We’re also encouraging riders to pledge to clean their vehicles daily to help protect their van families.